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Music 

Here’s some information about another Russian composer, Rimsky–Korsakov. Listen to ‘The Flight of the Bumble 

Bee’.  Did you know there is a competition by musicians to see who can complete this complicated tune in under a 

minute? Now that’s fast! 

Flight of the Bumble Bee  

 

Extension Task: Can you make a list of all the Russian composers you can find?   

 

Just for fun....... Here's a family friendly performance for you to watch! Mini Gig 2 The Honeybirds  

 

 

Numeracy:  

Flashback section of file - week 5, day 4. 

Maths section of file - today we will be watching the video linked to Fractions greater than 1. 

Fractions greater than 1 video 

  Complete all the worksheets linked to this. 

Green Pen Challenge section – Page 3 of fraction section. Please do not worry if you get stuck, I am on Teams if you 

need me, but remember these are extensions if you finish your daily maths quickly and want to develop your 

reasoning skills. 

  

 

 

 

Spend 10 minutes on TT Rockstars to practise your quick recall of all the multiplication tables. 

Literacy:  

May you never know pages 232-243. 

Complete the sheet in your files linked to this chapter. 

I look forward to you sending me a picture of your WW2 celebration party table. Remember it has to be food 

available in WW2 and think about rationing! 

Then answer the two questions about the stars. I would be very interested in your thoughts about keeping the 

stars? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge:  
Patten challenge. In your pack, I have included a sheet of patterns to colour, then the second sheet is for you to make 
your own patterns and then colour in. Please send them to me when you are done teacher@damedorothy.org.uk 
I will also out a reminder in assignments on Teams. 

  

 

Good morning everyone.  

I have a great challenge for you this week. I have included a sheet of patterns for you to colour, thinking 

about how to use your colours without them touching! Then the second sheet is for you to design your 

own patterns and colour. I cannot wait to see what you come up with. 

I hope you enjoy your music today, Flight of the Bumble Bee is an amazing piece of music. 

https://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=57
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZMk19cdL7E&list=PLb8axL3mqf_kPw8keNvkJI7lAGVAzRP5N&index=3
https://vimeo.com/498362964
mailto:teacher@damedorothy.org.uk

